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To quantify energy loss is important

Study of energy loss in QGP
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The hard scattered partons causes energy 
loss by interacting with QGP.

PHENIX Collaboration 
Phys. Rev. C87, 034911(2013)

• previous study of RAA of π0

→We found 
energy loss.



 Sloss is larger at more central. 
Sloss in each centrality tends to be flat for the pT. 3

Previous study of energy loss

• y-axis ; Sloss 
• x-axis ; pT of p+p

• Sloss of Au+Au and p+p collision

PHENIX Collaboration 
Phys. Rev. C87, 034911(2013)

→Suppression of high 
pT hadron can be 
interpreted as Sloss.

Sloss = (pTpp - pTAuAu )/ pTpp

by using p+p



• The hard scattered 
partons have different 
path-lengths interacting 
with QGP. 

• The path-length depend 
on the azimuth.

Energy loss measurement by v2

v2 at high pT is a good tool to study 
energy loss of hard scattered partons. 

v2 can make energy loss more accurate.
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The azimuthal anisotropy coefficient
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Advantage of study by v2
• The systematic error can be canceled because 
of only using Au+Au collision system

By using v2, energy loss due to azimuth 
difference can be discussed in one system

Au Au 

pp

Au Au compare systematic 
error

use only 1system

by using v2previous research



：Second Fourier 
coefficients of the 
azimuthal distribution 
with respected to the 
reaction plane  

v2

Azimuthal angle of particle
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By using v2, we can see the difference in 
yield for azimuthal angle  6
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In-plane & out-of-plane
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With v2, we can see the yield difference 
between in-plane and out-of-planein out

reaction area
in-plane

reaction plane

out-of-planeout

in



v2 at high pT particles
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long

short

Path length affects the 
magnitude of energy loss.

= energy loss : small 
= yield：large

= energy loss : large 
= yield：small

QGP path length：

in-plane

out-of-planeout

in



ΔpT as energy loss
Look at the difference in pT when the same 
yield comes out from yield the in-plane and 
the out-of-plane

pT[GeV/c]

yield

Energy loss is 
small

out
in

ΔpT

out in

ΔpT  corresponds to the 
difference of energy loss.  9

Energy loss 
is large 



Drift Chamber: 
momentum, tracking

Pad Chamber: 
tracking

FVTX: 
reaction plane

Beam Beam Counter(BBC): 
collision position, time, centrality, reaction plane 

EMCalorimeter: 
Energy・position

PHENIX Detectors
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beam direction



① pT spectra

Two results of previous research

PHENIX Collaboration
Phys. Rev. C 69, 034910 – Published 30 March 2004

② v2(pT)
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 v2

  pT[GeV/c]

 2014 data

centrality=20-30%



①Inclusive yield 

inclusive yield  
is known 
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Anisotropic azimuthal distribution

φ-Ψ2[rad]

dN
/d
(φ
-Ψ

2)



(centrality every 10%)
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 v2

 v2

 v2

 v2

  pT[GeV/c]

  pT[GeV/c]

  pT[GeV/c]

  pT[GeV/c]

  pT[GeV/c]

 2014 data

 2014 data

 2014 data

 2014 data

 2014 data

previous research of v2

v2  as a function 
of pT is known

② v2(pT)
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in-plane out-of-plane

yield　
Analysis method

inclusive   

(1-2v2)= 

pT[GeV/c]
out ininclusive
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Anisotropic azimuthal distribution

inclusive inclusive

φ-Ψ2[rad]

φ-Ψ2[rad] φ-Ψ2[rad]

dN
/d
(φ
-Ψ

2)
dN
/d
(φ
-Ψ

2)

dN
/d
(φ
-Ψ

2)in

out

Yield in = 
Inclusive × (1+2v2)          

Yield out = 
Inclusive × (1-2v2)          

=(1+2v2) 

inclusive inclusive

inclusive

in

out

in

out

∝(1+Σ2vncos[n(φ-Ψr)])



Inclusive yield
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[%]

: statistical   error

（arbitrary units）

yield of the in-
plane, out-of-
plane are 
obtained by 
inclusive yield.

（Technical plot）



yield of the in-
plane, out-of-
plane are 
obtained by 
inclusive yield.
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: statistical   error

fitting

（arbitrary units） [%]

yield of in-plane, out-of-plane

（Technical plot）



pT spectra of 
the in-plane, 
out-of-plane 
are made by 
inclusive pT 
spectra

ΔpT calclation
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: statistical   error

fitting

ΔpT

（arbitrary units） [%]
（Technical plot）



pTin[GeV/c]

: statistical   error

[%]

}
low pT

ΔpT vs. pTin-plane

high pT

ΔpT = pTin - pTout

pT[GeV/c]

yield

small 
Energy loss

large 
Energy loss

ΔpT
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out

in

ΔpT

（Technical plot）
（arbitrary units）

}
[GeV/c]

increasing @ low pT 



[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

x-axis： 
pT of particle 
emitted in plane 
y-axis：ΔpT 

ΔpT ΔpT ΔpT
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ΔpT vs. pTin-plane in all centrality
（y-axis : arbitrary units）

ΔpT ΔpT

（Technical plot）

[GeV/c]

[GeV/c]

[GeV/c]

[GeV/c]

[GeV/c]

increasing @ low pT 



[%]
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[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]ΔpT

ΔpT

ΔpT

ΔpT

ΔpT
（y-axis : arbitrary units）
ΔpT vs. pTin-plane in all centrality

（Technical plot）

ΔpT depends on the 
difference in QGP 
path length 

increasing @ low pT 



centrality[%]

[fm]

centrality[%]
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dL vs. centrality

dL[fm]
dL vs centrality 

Consistent with delta-pT

Lin,out vs centrality 

Lin

Lout
dL

dL is varying with 
centrality



dL dependency of dpT can be calculate
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ΔpT vs. dL

Lin

Lout
dL

delta-pT[GeV/c]

dL[fm]



consider particles randomly distributed 
for more accurate dL  23

For more accurate dL
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For more accurate dL

(a,b)
(0,0)

circle①
circle②

LinA

LinBLoutA

LoutB

Assuming that particles jump out from the 
coordinates (a, b) in the horizontal axis 
direction and in the vertical axis direction



Summary

•We obtained the pT difference at the same 
yields of in-plane and out-of-plane as a 
function of in-plane pT.

in-plane and out-of-plane from 
the results of previous research 
• inclusive pT spectra 
• v2(pT)
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outin

in
in out

{

The ΔpT  may indicate there are  different 
structures between low pT and high pT region.

• We calculated yields of



Next to do

① Measure the dependence on the 
path length of ΔpT 

② Use high statistics dataset 
recorded in 2016 

③ Tune the analysis cuts to improve 
both S/N and the statistics 
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Back up
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Azimuthal anisotropy is one of the 
properties of QGP

：The property that 
the number of 
particles coming out 
depends on the 
azimuthal angle

azimuthal anisotropy

 reaction 
area

 reaction plane  
Nucleus(Au)

Nucleus(Au)
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・sys_err with pT spectra

・sys_err with v2 as a function of pT

pT[GeV/c]

spectra

pT[GeV/c]

v2

f1
f2

v2a

v2b

f1

v2a

v2b

f2
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a

f1f2
f3

f4

out-of-plane

in-plane

pT[GeV/c]

yield

bcd


